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Abstract: The power system is changing towards a decarbonized one. The Kyoto protocol and the
Paris climate agreement have prompted many nations to approve energy policies based on volatile
renewable energy sources (RESs). However, the integration into the grid of the power generated
by RESs as well as the electrification of the heating, gas and transportation sectors is becoming a
huge challenge. Planning industrial and tertiary sites as net-zero energy systems (NZESs) might
contribute to advance the solutions of fully integrating volatile RESs into the power system. This
study aims to point out the importance of planning large energy consumer sites such as NZESs, and
to depict a holistic modeling approach for this. The methodology is based on a multi-layer approach,
which focuses on on-site power generation by RESs, on the improvement of energy efficiency, and
on the increase of system flexibility. A qualitative case study has been conducted. It considers
the planning of a Net-Zero Energy Data Center located in Germany. Results point out that new
interdisciplinary and in particular social analysis methods are necessary. They might be used for
accelerating the decision making process during the planning of RES-based on-site power generation
systems. Besides, for computation and cooling systems, new technologies that are continuously
emerging in the market should be taken into account. If well designed, they contribute to significantly
decrease the whole energy demand of data center. Finally, optimal sizing of energy storage systems
(electric and thermal) as well as an expedient choice of performance indicators to evaluate technology
options are identified as the key factor for decreasing the external energy demand of tertiary sites,
such as data center.

Keywords: energy storage systems; flexibility options; net-zero energy system; renewable en-
ergy sources

1. Introduction

A rapid change in the increased ecological awareness in value chain sectors has been
revealed in recent years. Many companies now have better ecological production and
follow a carbon-neutral supply chain to increase their responsibility for a sustainable world
balance. Carbon dioxide taxes and the European Emissions Trading System foster positive
developments. The ecological awareness is also driven by the political decisions aiming to
increase the amount of power generated from renewable energy sources (RESs) and; there-
fore, to decarbonize not only the electric but also the gas, transportation, and heat energy
systems. However, this process foresees that electricity will be mostly generated through
volatile energy sources, such as wind and sun. Such volatility causes huge problems for the
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system operators, which have to activate expensive solutions to compensate for the variable
power generation of wind farms or photovoltaic plants. As a non-marginal consequence,
the costs supported by the system operators are shared mostly among the small consumers.
Among the European states, the German residential consumers pay the highest electricity
price (see Figure 1). However, the electricity generation costs cover only 30% of the final
electricity price. The rest is mostly due to the grid fee (which covers the costs kept up by the
system operators), the fee to support the Renewable Energy Act, and taxes. Increasing the
electric power generation by RESs will entail an increase of the costs for the grid fee. In such
a scenario, the full decarbonization of the energy systems (electricity, transportation, gas,
and heat) might create huge costs for the small consumers [1] and can affect the acceptance
of installing new RES-based power plants.
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Different solutions have been investigated regarding accelerating the decarbonization
process. Among them, stronger interconnections between regional power grids have been
identified as one of the solutions to be adopted [3,4]. The contribution that the development
of microgrids and virtual power plant systems provide has also been analyzed. Such a
solution, if planned as a self-sufficient system, offers high advantages in terms of volatile
RES integration [5–7]. In addition, the use of energy storage systems (ESSs) has also been
investigated intensively as a potential solution for storing the RES-based energy generated
during off-peak times [8,9]. Regarding the German power system, full decarbonization
might require an enormous energy storage capacity of about 43 TWh if only this solution
is applied [10]. Such a huge amount is 1139 times higher than the total installed energy
storage capacity in Germany right now. A combination of more solutions might depict
the right way for the decarbonization process. Net-zero energy systems (NZESs) integrate
different kinds of flexibility, which are necessary to compensate for the volatility of the
generation from RESs. However, little research has been dedicated to the NZESs as a holistic
solution for efficient decarbonization. Different NZES concepts have been developed and
investigated. The technical and economic constraints of different energy services, which
might serve for net-zero emissions energy systems have been presented in [11]. On a smaller
scale, the concept of net-zero energy buildings has been analyzed [12]. The technologies,
construction design, and their operation have been presented in [13,14]. The research has
generally focused on small residential systems [15–17] and to a lesser extent on industrial
systems [18–21]. However, large industrial operators have begun to take an interest in
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NZESs. The companies Tesla and Mitsubishi are planning their new manufacturing sites as
net-zero energy factories [22,23].

The article analyzes the concept of NZESs in the tertiary sector, which is characterized
by primarily offering services to the customers. Different from the industrial sector manu-
facturing processes are not linked with the supplied services. In more detail, the analysis
has been performed for a data center whose digital services are becoming more and more
essential in our society. The impact of different energy storage technologies to operate
a data center as a NZES has already been analyzed in [24]. Different NZES concepts for
data centers have been suggested, integrating both electric and thermal RES-based power
generation [25,26]. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, most research has
considered a different concept of NZES. It has focused either on planning and sizing the
energy generation plants (electric and thermal) or on sizing the flexibility options necessary
for integrating the volatile power generated by RESs. All approaches prioritize the option
of feeding back into the electric grid, if the electric power generated is higher than the
electricity demand. There are a few studies that advance the planning of NZESs from
the power generation site to the flexibility options through the active control of the loads.
Therefore, this study aims to contribute to developing a holistic planning methodology that
focuses on the generation from RESs, the flexibility of consumption, and new flexibility
options necessary to operate NZESs in a secure, sustainable and economic way. In the
NZES concept examined, the electricity supply from the grid is only considered in the
case of failure of the on-site generation or for exceptional circumstances. The suggested
methodology will be presented using mainly qualitative values. Quantities are included
for exemplary technologies and to clarify the methodic approach. This choice is mostly due
to the restriction against publishing the data analyzed gained through practical implemen-
tation in the proposed case study. However, the methodology will be not affected by this
restriction since it points to depicting a general approach and not to analyzing a specific
system. This study is structured as follows: Section two covers the aspects related to the
methodology developed. Section three depicts the analysis of the study case to which the
methodology has been applied. The main conclusions are given in section four.

2. Holistic Planning Methodology for NZESs in Industrial and Tertiary Sectors
2.1. General Aspects

The suggested NZES is identified by how it is operated. The operation of the former
implies that energy (mostly in an electric form) has to be generated on-site, supply the
loads, can be converted into other forms (i.e., from electric power to heat or from electric
power to gas) and can be stored in ESSs. One of the main characteristics of the NZES is
that all the components (energy generators, energy converters, and ESS) should be selected
and sized in a way that the energy generated covers the loads and is not fed into the grid.
In this option, the NZES concept enables the operator to optimally integrate the volatility
of generated power by RESs without straining the external electricity grid. Equation (1)
depicts the NZES suggested concept mathematically. Egrid represents the power exchanged
with the external grid, Egen outlines the power generated by RESs, Econv illustrates the
electric power converted into another form and Eload delineates the energy demand.

Egrid = Egen − Econv − Eload
∼= 0 (1)

From the technical point of view, the security of supply is the most important aspect.
Therefore, all the NZES concepts have to consider either being connected to the grid and/or
seize large backup systems, such as internal combustion engines and/or ESSs, allowing
the NZES to be operated as an isolated system. In addition to the security of supply, the
reduction of peak loads, increase of the energy efficiency, and exploitation of renewable
sources for producing electricity, heat, and cold are other significant technical criteria.
Indeed, optimal load control to avoid high peak times enables planner not to oversize
components (i.e., power generators or ESSs) and; therefore, optimize the investment costs.
Hence, all the loads must be monitored and controlled within a NZES. The monitoring
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should be done using an appropriate data acquisition system, able to store and access data
to perform necessary optimization processes. Standardized protocols, such as MODBUS
TCP [27] or OCP-UA, are widely used [28,29] for the communication between dedicated
measurement devices and the data acquisition platform. EnOcean [30,31], for special
applications lacking a dedicated supply, is also used for building automation-specific
applications and only a small amount of data is used.

Demand-side management (DSM) programs can be considered as control strategies
for the loads. Figure 2 shows different DSM programs for smart grid systems allowing
the control of the load efficiently and flexibly. DSM programs, such as peak clipping,
load shifting, and flexible load shapes are supporting new flexibility options (i.e., through
ESSs) to meet the requirements for future markets [32,33]. Besides these, valley filling is
suitable for processes operated in the evening and night hours. In manufacturing processes,
strategic load growth and strategic conservation are highly depending on the capacity of
material storages and buffers.
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Related to the increase in the energy efficiency and; therefore, to the ecological aspects,
the planning of NZESs has to focus on new technologies requiring less primary energy (fuel,
sun radiation, geothermal heat) to produce the same amount of energy output (electricity,
mechanical, heat or cold). Even if there is no clear definition, a short-term planning horizon
is generally understood as a planning action, which will be put in place within one or
two years. A long-term planning horizon generally considers the possibility of upgrading
a system in a time horizon ranging between eight and ten years. In this context, it is
important to choose technologies with a technology readiness level (TRL) at least equal to
8 for short-term planning actions. Table 1 explains the state of technology development
for different readiness levels. It is important for long-term planning, to consider the
prospective industrial maturity of prototypical technologies and; therefore, also emerging
technologies which might affect the whole energy efficiency of the NZES. Figure 3 points
out some of the most promising disruptive technologies for energy generation, storage,
architectures and systems. According to [35–40], the Perovskite-based solar cells, multi-
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rotor wind turbines, and geothermal-based technologies have the highest disruptive effect
among the RES technologies. New lithium-based batteries, as well as hydrogen and liquid
batteries, might dominate the market solutions for energy storage applications. Microgrids,
virtual power plants, and net-zero energy systems can be chosen as architecture to plan
the industrial and tertiary sites. It is a good practice to choose technologies, which have
already been tested in pilot projects. In addition, another important factor to think about
when selecting the technologies necessary is their “ready-to-use” parameters. The latter
indicates the time horizon during which the technology chosen will affect the system.

Table 1. Technology readiness level.

TRL State of Development

Research
1 Basic principles observed
2 Technology concept formulated
3 Experimental proof of concept

Development
4 Technology validated in lab
5 Technology validated in relevant environment
6 Technology demonstrated in relevant environment

Deployment
7 System prototype demonstration in operational environment
8 System complete and qualified
9 Actual system proven in operation environment
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Another important aspect to be considered when selecting the technologies is their
“cradle-to-grave” parameter, which analyses the life cycle of a construction product using
ecological key indicators, such as the resources used, the upstream and downstream
products, and the emissions to air, land, and water (see Figure 4).

From the economic point of view, the choice of the technologies and the actions
necessary to upgrade a NZES have to consider both the investment and operation costs.
Different economic indicators must be taken into consideration to make the right decision.
The return on investment, levelized energy unit costs, and payback time are normally
analyzed for each technology and used as comparison “means.” Finally, the regulatory
conditions have to be contemplated. They can limit or promote a choice of one technology
instead of another. Regarding the generation of energy, the economic incentives they might
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receive, the incentive for self-consuming, and the possibility of not paying a fee to support
the RES-based generation should be considered.
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2.2. Requirements Analysis

The main pillar on which the planning of a NZES has to build is the use of the
data available and the degree of detail. The data might be sorted into four categories:
Technical, social, spatial development, and strategical (see Table 2). The energy and
resources demands allow one to estimate the technical potential of supplying loads of a
system so that it is operated as a NZES. The energy provision and purchasing mechanisms
are crucial for the economic analysis and; therefore, to point out additional conditions
which need to be considered in the planning phase. The data relating to the energy and
resource infrastructures permit one to estimate the degree of efficiency of the system,
identify the losses and; therefore, plan the related actions for reducing the consumption.
The building and zone data enable one to have a detailed energy analysis of smaller
infrastructures and to specify the necessary planning actions better. The data relating to
the system engineering, process and operation, and redundancy and dependency permit
one to perform detailed energy analysis and evaluate the dependency between plants and
infrastructures. Regarding the social category, the data relating to the people working on
the site allow one to estimate the appropriateness of an identified solution and to point
out its limitations. The data relating to spatial development are necessary to estimate the
visual impact of installing new infrastructures (i.e., small wind turbines on the roof). In
this case, the virtual reality technic might support the decision-makers and speed up the
decisional process [44]. Finally, the enterprise’s internal strategy might prescribe particular
conditions, which could limit or accelerate the planning process.
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Table 2. Data requirements.

Category Data Description and Grade of Details

Technical

Energy and resources demands Yearly energy demand and load profile for electricity, heat,
water, natural gas, and other fossil sources

Energy provision and purchasing
mechanism

Energy price, regulatory condition for energy fee, tax,
cost allocations

Energetic and resources
infrastructures

Electrical grid, heat and natural gas grid, water, and
wastewater grids

Building and zone Typology, construction year, gross and net energy demands,
number of floors, surface, lighting,

System Engineering Producer, identification plate, power data

Process and operation data Control logic, operation regime, load profile, characteristic
curve, operational points

Redundancy and dependency Combined heat and power, uninterruptable power supply
Social People Number of people and their activities
Spatial development and
weather conditions

Room development and weather
conditions Land use plan, weather conditions, legal limitation

Strategical development Certificate Results of energy audits, energy certifications

Strategic and intrinsic conditions Medium- and long-term decisions, preferred suppliers,
long-term liabilities

2.3. Determination of the Sustainable Development Path

The energy generation, its transformation from one form to another, the efficiency
with which it is consumed, and how it might be stored are the aspects that the decision-
makers have to consider in the planning phase. It might be useful to draw up a portfolio of
technologies, which could be considered. It should screen the technologies highlighting
the classes in which they might be used (see an example in Table 3).

Table 3. Portfolio classification.

Class Technologies

RES-based electricity
generation

Bifacial solar cell (PERC technology), cadmium telluride solar cells,
copper indium (gallium) diselenide, organic solar cells,
concentrator cells, PVT modules, solar trees, tracking systems for
PV, biomass

Thermal energy
conversion

Absorption chillers, adiabatic cooling, adsorption chillers, DEC
systems, air conditioning systems, and air circulation optimization,
dynamic controllable ventilation, split air conditioning units,
compression chillers, ORC modules, heat pumps

Electric energy storage Lead-based storage, compressed/liquid air storage, lithium-based
storage, sodium-based storage, redox flow storage, flywheel storage

Thermal energy storage
Cold water and ice storage, gravel and basalt water storage, latent
heat storage (paraffin), thermochemical heat storage (silica gel,
zeolite), sensible heat storage

Biogenic fuel use Fuel cells, decentralized biomass boilers (pellets, wood chips, logs),
gas engine CHP with ORC module

Green gas production Electrolyzer, fermentation process/biogas substrates, methanation
(Sabatier process)

Information technologies Energy-efficient processor technology, solid-state drives
Process optimization Individual
Infrastructure
optimization

Compressed air supply, electro-mobility concepts, LED lighting,
DC supply networks

External reuse plants Waste heat reuse for industrial processes, biomass drying, hot water
preparation, and interior heating

However, to perform decisions it is important to use parameters able to compare
the technologies with each other. The parameters have to depict technological, economic,
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system integration, and operational and organizational criteria. Table 4 show examples of
lists of parameters for planning industrial and tertiary NZESs.

Table 4. List of typical parameters.

Parameter Description Unit(s)

Technical parameter

Performance range Range of an industrially available technology’s limitations related to
performance and energy W

Specific output Performance, energy, or efficiency specifications related to an expedient
reference value (e.g., average annual energy per area for photovoltaics) e.g., Wh/m2

Energy conversion
efficiency/efficiency Ratio of the useful energy to the energy supplied by the technology %

Energy reuse factor Ratio of reusable recovered energy to total energy %

Round-trip efficiency Energy conversion efficiency of one complete process of storage and retrieval
for storage technologies, factoring in internal losses %

Energy efficiency ratio Ratio of cooling output at evaporator Q0 and heating output at generator QA %
Coefficient of performance
(COP) Ratio of heat produced to the electricity required -

Technical maximum
Theoretical physical limit of the energy conversion efficiency or efficiency
(e.g., Shockley-Queisser limit of solar cells based on absorption and
reemission)

%

Lifetime degradation Average or maximum period of a technology’s use/impacts of phenomena
that affect operation or efficiency adversely %/a

Auxiliary demand-losses Part of energy the technology needs to be self-sufficient/the technology
releases unutilized to the environment when operating or stopped %, W

Manufacturers- vendors Businesses that supply or sell the technology -

Reference systems Model implementations in which similarly scaled technology was sized,
implemented, or tested in the field -

Economic parameters

Specific capital
expenditures

Numerical estimate (range) the capital expenditures made based on the
specific economic characteristics from the area chart e.g., EUR/W

Ongoing operating
expenditures

Imputed estimate of the operational cost factors, e.g., servicing/maintenance,
insurance (specified as a percentage of total capital expenditures)

e.g., %, EUR/(W*a),
EUR/Wh

Integration parameter

Utility connections Connections required to operate the technology (e.g., electricity, heat, gas,
water) -

Area/space required Space specification, specific or for reference size -

Designs
Type of engineering of technology (e.g., open or rooftop areas for
photovoltaics, containers, chassis for 19-inch rack), information of
transportable or stationary use

-

Ecologic and miscellaneous parameters

Organizational planning
dependence

Impacts of a technology’s use on other development pathways, commitment
periods, technologies consequently ruled out, periods, identification of
synergistic technologies

-

Significant regulatory
developments

Information on potential changes to laws, guidelines, or standards that can
affect the technology’s use positively or negatively -

Sustainability and
environmental
compatibility

Assessment of the technology’s ecological footprint concerning its operation
or manufacture (e.g., specification of the ecological payback period) -

Energy returned on energy
invested

Ratio of energy generated during the lifetime to energy expended for
manufacture -

Hazardous substances and
pollutants

List of substances contained that can harm health or the environment
according to the regulations concerning the Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation, and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH),

-

Hazard minimization
actions

Activities or structures required to minimize existing hazards during the
technology’s operation or installation -
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The application of the defined parameters not only allows for the comparison of the
technologies but also for constraining the choice of technologies. Therefore, a sustainable
development path can be determined. Within the concept of NZESs, the sustainable
development path contains a combination of three sub-paths:

• Increasing power generation from RESs;
• Boosting energy efficiency; and
• Integration actions.

When it comes to decarbonized power generation, three aspects have to be considered:

1. The power and energy which have to be covered in a defined time-horizon (it is
generally yearly based);

2. The weather conditions of the site and/or the availability to use energy coming from
a site area nearby (e.g., a farm making biogas available); or

3. The potential of space development on-site and/or areas near the site (e.g., the
possibility of installing wind turbines on the nearest area of the site).

Boosting energy efficiency mostly focusses on energy recovery, on the reutilization of
waste (e.g., heat) and on using more efficient technologies compared to the status quo (e.g.,
heat pumps if heat is required at low enthalpy [45]).

The integration actions contemplate all the measures which do not directly impact the
energy generation or the improvement of the carbon footprint. But these actions impact
to the better integration of other technologies into the system, therefore take account of
volatile generation characteristics of RESs. ESSs, for example, stationary or mobile (e.g.,
electric cars), belong to typical integration.

3. Planning Actions for NZESs in a German Data Center

An existing German data center has been considered as a study case. The aim is
to develop planning actions aiming to operate the data center as a NZES. The analysis
will partially depict normalized values due to the restriction regarding the publishing of
measured data. The system consumes electricity to cover the electric and thermal loads
with a power usage effectiveness of 1.3. The heating and cooling processes are supplied
using electric-driven heat pumps and cooling systems. The heating, cooling, light, and
process data were analyzed vis-à-vis, whose energetic results are depicted in Figure 5.
Electric power is mostly used to supply the demand for data processing (72%). The thermal
demand (heating and cooling) requires 13.7% and 11.2%, respectively. Ventilation, light,
and other loads demand 3.1% of the total electricity consumption.
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Wind turbines and photovoltaic plants have been considered as the electric power
generation technology because of a space development analysis and taking into account
the local weather conditions. Since there are no plants able to supply biogas nearby, this
option has been not contemplated.

The space development analysis assesses the visual and spatial planning effects
parallel in one planning model. This approach uses photorealistic three-dimensional
models and tools based on virtual reality aiming to improve interdisciplinary project
communication, strengthen the acceptance of development projects in the population and
reduce the risk of unintended effects. Figure 6 shows a virtual reality-based representation
of the data center analyzed and the visual impact that photovoltaic panels and a wind farm
might have on the tertiary site. Such analysis allows for accelerating the process of social
acceptance of the residential users living near the considered site (see houses located on
the center-right part of the picture).
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The improvement of the energetic efficiency is the second layer on which the method-
ology is based on. It entails an analysis of the performance of the technologies used for
the heating, cooling, light, and process data. Heat pumps, using an immersion cooling
system instead of water-to-air-reversible heat pumps, and the replacement with LED and
SSD systems can increase energy efficiency compared to the status quo of the data center.
Compared with air-cooled systems, immersion cooling systems allow one to save cooling
energy in the range of 22% to 53% [46,47]. In the analyzed study case an improvement
of energy efficiency of 41% could be identified. Regarding the energy saving for lighting,
the LED systems are 5% to 20% more efficient compared with compact fluorescent light
systems [48]. A saving potential of 10% has been assumed for calculating the effect of
LED on the electricity consumption of the whole system. The saving potential from using
solid-state drives instead of hard-disk drivers depends mostly on how the servers are
operated and the type of data they operate with [49]. Energy-saving potential of about 90%
has been considered by analyzing the workloads of the data center.

It is necessary to install ESSs to compensate for the volatility of power generated by
RESs. The use of the electric ESSs and the heat storage system contributes to the increase in
energy demand. The losses of the ESSs within each cycle (charging and discharging) can
be estimated with values between 20% and 30% of the stored energy [50]. The estimation
of the energy losses of the thermal systems is more complex as they depend on how the
technology and the storing material are used and on the temperature difference between
the energy storage medium and the ambient temperature where the ESS is located [51,52].
In this model, a 15% loss has been taken into consideration.

Once the technologies have been identified, next step is to estimate the indicators able
to perform technical and economic analyses. Table 5 shows the energy indicators for the
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planning measurements. The listed values are related to the technology and to the weather
conditions of the data center site. The negative sign in the accountable energy balance
indicates the amount of energy that can be locally generated or can be saved if suggested
technologies are installed.

Table 5. Energetic indicators of the planning measurements.

Electricity Generation
by RESs

Reference Nominal
Power in kW

Specific Yearly
Generation in MWh/kW

Yearly Generation in
MWh

Accountable Energy
Balance in MWh

Mono-crystalline silicon 1 1 1 1

Wind turbine 4.200 1.7 7.136 −7.136

Light System Average Duty Cycle
h/a

Increase of Efficiency
in %

Yearly Energy
Consumption MWh

Accountable Energy
Balance in MWh

Reference
1 kW compact fluorescent

light
1.000 0 1.000 0

LED equivalent 1.000 10 0.9 −0.1

Cooling System Average Duty Cycle
h/a

Increase of Efficiency
in %

Yearly Energy
Consumption MWh

Accountable Energy
Balance in MWh

Reference air cooling
1 kW 6.000 0 6.0 0

Immersion cooling;
equivalent 6.000 41% 3.54 −2.46

SSDs Storage Capacity
in TB

Specific Energy
Demand in kWh/(TB*a)

Yearly Energy
Consumption in MWh

Accountable Energy
Balance in MWh

Reference hard-disc drivers
(80% of time in idle modus) 1.000 55 55 0

SSD
equivalent 1.000 5 5 −50

Table 5 describes exemplary intermediate results covering the technical evaluation of
selected measures to follow the decision process. By calculating their accountable energy
balance power generation (i.e., wind turbine and mono-crystalline silicon) and energy
efficiency measures (i.e., LED, immersion cooling, and SSDs) become comparable.

The economic indicators are depicted in Table 6, following a similar approach. Through
the balancing of the yearly economic value technologies and measures with different mech-
anisms in terms of energetic contribution can be prioritized. They are evaluated according
to the German market price in 2020 considering an electricity tariff of 150 €/MWh. The
negative sign on the yearly economic balance depicts the amount of money saved for each
kW installed.

Table 6. Economic indicators of the planning measurements.

Technology Specific Investment
Costs in €/kW Lifetime in Years Yearly Economic

Balance in €/kW

Mono-crystalline Si. 1.625 20 −150

Wind turbine 1.200 20 −255

LED 454 3 −750

Immersion cooling 12.837 15 −900

SSDs 544 3 −1.314
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The necessary flexibility options to compensate for the volatility generation of RESs
focused on ESSs (electric and thermal) allow for the development of DSM controlling
strategies. The identification and planning of the required flexibility options depict the
third layer of the suggested methodology. The sizing and control of such flexibility options
affect the maximal integration of RESs positively. However, their use also has a negative
impact since it increases energy losses. The integration of RESs into the NZES requires
that the flexibility options are properly sized. Since the NZES concept targets considered
minimizing the power to be fed into the grid, Equation (1) can be considered as a starting
point for sizing the ESS. The sizing has to consider both the power and the energy capacity
of the ESS. By considering a long-term horizon, the power capacity is evaluated by finding
the maximal value of Pgrid(t), while the energy capacity might be estimated by considering
the highest area tracked above the positive y-axis, indicated by Est_max (see Figure 7). It is
important to note that this approach does not guarantee that the sizes found are optimal,
but it gives an indication of the sizes expected.
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Li-ion, sodium-sulfur, and flow batteries might be chosen as electric energy storage
technology. Li-ion and sodium-sulfur batteries might also be used as an uninterruptable
power supply system [53], while flow batteries, even if less efficient, are suitable for storing
large amounts of energy for a longer time [54]. On the other hand, a combination of latent
and sensible ESSs might be adopted for the thermal ESS.

Figure 8 shows, from a qualitative point of view, the effect of the planned measurement
on the operation of the system as net-zero energy. The status quo depicts the amount of
energy consumed by the data center. It is divided into three energy forms: electricity,
cooling, and heat. The on-site generation of electric power by RES might contribute to
cover more than half of the total energy demand. On the energy efficiency layer, LED and
SSDs as well as immersion cooling systems and more efficient heat pumps offer a relevant
contribution to decrease the demanded energy. However, the needed flexibility to integrate
the volatile RES negatively affect on the energy balance of the data center. Indeed, the
use of energy storage systems (electric and thermal) increases the losses and; therefore,
contribute to an increase of the energy demand.
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4. Conclusions

The decarbonization of the energy system is one of the most challenging aims of Euro-
pean society. Integrating a high amount of volatile RES into the electric, gas and thermal
grid requires new flexibilities. Large ESSs, stronger interconnectors, and microgrids will
contribute to compensate for the volatility generated by RESs. However, large consumers
in the industrial and tertiary sectors can offer a high contribution to the decarbonization
process.

In this article, a new approach utilizing a NZES was formulated. The main goal
is an energy system generating the energy demand locally by RESs without stressing
the external electric grid. For this purpose, flexibility options must be locally planned
and optimized. In this context, this study presents a holistic planning approach, that is
based on three layers, namely energy generation, energy efficiency, and flexibility. The
proposed methodology allows for the comparison and the prioritization of technologies
and measures with different impacts and mechanisms in terms of their economic, ecologic
and energetic effects. Therefore, it can be applied as a tool for evaluating technologies and
measures between different allocations and to create benchmark systems.

An exemplary study case was qualitatively analyzed. It depicts the methodology to
plan a net-zero energy data center and points out the contribution that different planning
actions provide to increase the energy efficiency and the flexibility needed. Consequently,
by selecting the appropriate technologies for energy generations (electric, heat, and cooling),
by identifying the solutions allowing to increase the energy efficiency (i.e., immersion
cooling and LED), and by properly sizing the energy storage systems (electric and thermal),
the analyzed data center showed large potential to operate as a NZES. As such it contributes
to increase the marketing image and add economic value to the related company. If
correctly quantified, this might be the key for encouraging decision-makers to further
invest in NZESs.
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Abbreviations

CHP Combined heat and power
COP Coefficient of performance
DC Direct current
DEC Desiccant cooling
DSM Demand-side management
ESS Energy storage system
EU European Union
LED Light-emitting diode
NZES Net-zero energy system
ORC Organic Rankine cycle
PERC Passivated emitter and rear cell
PV Photovoltaic
PVT Photovoltaic and thermal
REACH Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals
RES Renewable energy source
SSD Solid-state drive
TRL Technology readiness level
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